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Abstract—Deep learning based object detection algorithms
like R-CNN, SSD, YOLO have been applied to many scenar-
ios, including video surveillance, autonomous vehicle, intelligent
robotics et al. With more and more application and autonomy
left to deep learning based artificial intelligence, humans want
to ensure that the machine does the best for them under their
control. However, deep learning algorithms are known to be vul-
nerable to carefully crafted input known as adversarial examples
which makes it possible for an attacker to fool an AI system.
In this work, we explored the mechanism behind the YOLO
object detector and proposed an optimization method to craft
adversarial examples to attack the YOLO model. The experiment
shows that this white box attack method is effective and has a
success rate of 100% in crafting digital adversarial examples
to fool the YOLO model. We also proposed a robust physical
adversarial sticker generation method based on an extended
Expectation Over Transformation(EOT) method(a method to
craft adversarial example in the physical world). We conduct
experiments to find the most effective approach to generate
adversarial stickers. We tested the stickers both digitally as a
watermark and physically showing it on an electronic screen on
the front surface of a person. Our result shows that the sticker
attack as a watermark has a success rate of 90% and 45% on
photos taken indoors and on random 318 pictures from ImageNet.
Our physical attack also has a success rate of 72% on photos
taken indoors. We shared our project source code on the Github
and our work is reproducible.

Index Terms—Artificial Intelligence Safety, Neural network,
Adversarial Example, Physical Attack, YOLO Object Detector
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I. INTRODUCTION

Deep Learning provides tons of tools for computer vision
systems based on Neural Network, which proved to be vul-
nerable to adversarial attacks [7]. With small perturbation to
the original image, neural network based image classification
system could totally malfunction. Traditional digital attack
methods only focus on the generation of a picture-format
adversarial attack example, but lack exploration on how to
achieve them in the physical world. Physical Attack is the
implementation of a digital attack in the physical world. For
application scenario, physical attack turns out to be more
worthy of study because it is physically more closer to real-
world possible crime-scene. In addition, it also turns out to
be difficult to achieve because different light conditions, angle
of view and distance may affect the result of these crafted
adversarial examples.

Comparing to image classification task, object detection task
requires the detector to locate the possible object on a certain
image first, then reports what it think the object is and the
confidence of this decision. The model of object detection is
more complex but has more application scenario such as self
driving cars, video surveillance system et al. There are group
of object detection algorithms such as different versions of
R-CNN [6], SSD [10] and YOLO [13]. In general, the speed
of YOLO object detector is faster than other models such as
Faster R-CNN [14] and SSD so that YOLO model could be



used more in real-time object detection tasks.

A. Our Contributions

In summary, we have two main contributions:
1) We explore the mechanism of the state-of-art object

detector YOLO (You only look once) [13] and success-
fully generate the adversarial examples on it in white-
box settings. We propose a novel optimization method
to craft the adversarial examples for YOLO detector.
The experiment shows that our optimization method is
effective and has a success rate of 100% in crafting a
digital adversarial examples attack the YOLO model.

2) Building upon the first contribution, we introduced a
robust physical adversarial sticker generation method
based on an extended Expectation Over Transforma-
tion(EOT) [1] method which is a method to craft ad-
versarial example in the physical world. We conduct
experiments to find the most effective approach to gen-
erate adversarial stickers. We tested the stickers both
digitally as a watermark and physically showing it on
an electronic screen on the front surface of a person.
Our result shows that the sticker attack as a watermark
has a success rate of 90% and 45% on photos taken
indoors and on random 318 pictures from ImageNet.
Our physical attack also has a success rate of 72% on
photos taken indoors.

II. RELATED WORK

There are lots of work already been done in the digital attack
towards neural networks. They can be described in several
dimensions of threaten model. Goodfellow et al. [7] introduced
an algorithm called fast gradient sign method. Target model is
a classifier with image input and possibility labels output. It
assumes the parameters and training data of the target model
are known, which is known as a white box model. Papernot
et al. [12] extended the previous work by introducing an
algorithm that can lead the misclassification toward a specific
target. Though this method show the potential of adversarial
attacks, its effects are limited due the assumption of white box
is not practical in the real world. Papernot et al. [11] introduced
an algorithm with the assumption of only having knowledge
about the target models output label result, which can be used
to attack the model hosted on a API such as Google Cloud
and AWS. Liu et al. [9] explored the transferability over a
large scale dataset and large models. They found a large part
of targeted adversarial examples that are able to transfer the
attack with their intended target labels even when the attacker
does not know targets machine learning model, training data,
training process and test labels. Carlini et al. [2] proposed
the strongest white box attack method which is based on
optimization over a selected loss function.

Besides that, physical attack is getting more and more
attention.

Kurakin et al. [8] proposed the first physical attack by
simply print out the digital attack pattern and the experiment

show that it can also fool the neural networks deployed in the
physical world using photos shot by cameras.

Athalye et al. [1] addressed the problem in physical world
such as various angle, distance, viewpoint, and so on by
proposing a framework called expectation over transformation
(EOT). It is also the first paper that implement the real world
3D physical attack.

Eykholt et al. [4] introduced a general physical attack
method, Robust Physical Perturbations(RP2), to synthesize
adversarial perturbations under different physical conditions.
They use masks when construct the stop sign adversar-
ial examples. They did the experiment in three categories:
Object-constrained Poster-Printing Attacks, Sticker Attacks
and Drive-By Testing. The solid experiment verified the ef-
fectiveness of their model.

Chen et al. [3] designed a method to attack image-based
objector detectors like Faster R-CNN. They showed how
to leverage Expectation over Transformation technique to
improve the robustness of adversarial examples in object-
detection area. Their indoor experiment settings provided us
a feasible method to take our photos around the physical
examples we built and start our evaluation.

Sharif et al. [16] proposed an attack method based on
adversarial generative network with a hand-made mask which
could generate a glass on the photo of a people’s face to cheat
the face recognition system.

III. PROBLEM SETUP AND GOAL

To conduct this artificial intelligence safety related research,
We try to attack Neural Network based Object Detector and
figure out more about its mechanism and provide suggestions
about building more robust artificial systems. In this work, we
try to attack the state-of-art object detector, the YOLO model,
which could detect objection task in real time. We want to
make people disappear under the YOLO object detector and
building towards the ”invisible cloak”.

IV. ATTACK METHOD

A. Background

1) Image Classifier Attack: Adversarial Attack starts from
digital attacks on image classifier [7]. Image classifier takes in
an image and output the classification of the object showing
on the image, like a cat, dog, or any other pre-defined classes.
Mathematically, if we donate F (x) as the image classifier,
taking a image x as input, it will output the probability of each
class in the pre-defined classes categories. Machine Learning
systems usually select the the class with the highest probability
as the result of this input image. An adversarial attack is to
construct a new image x′ based on the original image x with
little perturbation even not seen by human eyes and use it
to fool the image classifier. If the image classifier takes the
image x′ as input, the output probability distribution is a lot
different from the original one, especially the class with the
highest probability will change, which means a perturbed cat
image could be recognized as a dog.



2) Optimization based attack method: There are a lot of al-
gorithms to craft adversarial examples from the original image,
most of them are based on optimization method. A classical
optimization method proposed by Carlini et al. [2] can be
expressed as follows. If we donate LF (x, y) = L(F (x), y) as
the loss function describing the difference between the model
output and target label y, the total loss could be written as

L(x) = L(F (x), y) + λ · ‖x′ − x‖22 (1)

where L2 − norm is used to measure the perturbation level,
and λ is the punishment weight of the perturbation. Then the
method to generate adversarial example x′ is to minimize the
total loss L(x). In experiment, they found the attack result
would be better if donating x′ = 1

2 ·(tanh(w)+1) and optimize
w during the adversarial example generation.

3) Expectation over Transformation: Expectation over
Transformation(EOT) proposed by [1] is a widely used method
to construct adversarial examples in physical world. EOT
does not optimize a single example, but samples a batch
of transformation t over a distribution T , and it considers
each image x as a transformation result with transformation
t from the hidden model X. In the optimization process,
EOT calculates the expectation of all transformed images,
these images could include photos taking in different angles,
distance and light conditions and those digital transformed
images. Given a distance function d(y′, y), the expression of
EOT-based model loss function could be expressed as

LF EOT (x) = Et∼T [d(t(x′), t(x))] (2)

4) YOLO Object Detector: An object detector takes in
an image and output the same image with detected object’s
bounding box around it, each bounding box will report a class
in the pre-defined class categories. Traditional Object Detector
such as R-CNN and its variations propose a interesting region
and then use image classification network to report the class
of the region. Redmon et al. [13] proposed YOLO, a method
without repurposing classifiers when finish object detection
tasks. They solve the object detection problem as a regression
problem. A single neural network was built to predict bound-
ing boxes and class probabilities from a image in one step,
this makes it possible to detect object in real time.

B. Our Attack method

1) YOLO Object Detector Digital Attack: YOLO object
detector [13] could detect 20 classes from a single image. It
will split the image into S ∗ S grids, each grid will generate
two bounding boxes where there is probably one of the target
objects inside it. Every generated bounding box comes with a
20-dimension confidence C vector, representing the probability
of each class. We specifically minimize the confidence of
person Cperson to conduct attack to each image. Our Digital
Attack loss function could be written as

L(x) = max
i∈B

Ci,person(x) + λ · ‖tanh(x′)− x‖2 (3)

In (3), B donates the set of all bounding boxes generated by
YOLO model. We refer to C&W optimization method [2] to

define our second item in equation (3) For the digital pertur-
bations, we add a rectangular mask on each person. During
our attack example generating process, we repeated update
the pixels inside the mask to minimize the loss function. The
steps to craft digital adversarial examples could be expressed
as follows:

1) Label an image with people, drag a rectangular mask as
the sticker area on a person in the image.

2) Optimization method takes the masked image as input,
and output a image with perturbed mask.

2) Physical Adversarial Sticker Generation Method: We
introduce an extended version of Expectation over Transfor-
mation Implementation while crafting our physical attack. Tra-
ditional Expectation over Transformation [1] implementations
only transform, rotate and scale digital images in 2D space. We
consider the transformation of our stickers in real 3D world
while generating these digital transformations. We build up an
pin hole camera model to simulate the stickers’ transformation
in the physical world. Our original sticker is a US-Letter
sized paper, we sample our transformation by translating and
rotating the photo with physical sticker each in three directions
in the camera coordinate system. Then we get the projection
of the photo with transformed stickers on the pin hole camera
focal plane as an EOT digital transformed sample.

To make the perturbation sticker more smoothness, we add a
total variation(TV) [15] between perturbed image and original
image as a non-smoothness punishment, we use λ2 as the
weight of non-smoothness punishment. For an image x, TV
is defined as

TV (x) =
∑
i,j

((xi,j − xi+1,j)
2 + (xi,j − xi,j+1))

1/2 (4)

where xi,j donates the pixel value at the position i, j of the
image x. To sum up, the loss of our physical sticker attack
generation can be expressed as

L(x) = Et∼T,x∼X max
i∈B

Ci,person(t(x))

+ λ1 · ‖tanh(x′)− x‖2) + λ2 · TV (x)
(5)

The steps to craft physical adversarial examples could be
expressed as follows:

1) Calibrate the pin hole camera model with a US-letter
sized paper.

2) Update the parameter of transformation with calibrated
parameter.

3) Label the image with people, drag a rectangular mask
as the sticker area on/off a person in the image.

4) Optimization method takes the masked image as input,
sample transformed image with pre-defined sample pa-
rameter, and output a image with perturbed mask.

5) Crop the output sticker from the generated image.
6) Use the generated sticker as watermark attack and phys-

ical ”invisible cloak”.

V. EXPERIMENT

We use pre-trained Tiny YOLO model to conduct our
experiment. We use an tensorflow-based Tiny YOLO imple-



TABLE I
YOLO DIGITAL ATTACK AND EVALUATION

Original pic Ad attack result
1

2

3

... ...
Precision 1.0 0.0

mentation. Tiny YOLO is a small model of YOLO, it could
run up to 244 FPS, much faster than original YOLO model.

A. YOLO digital attack and evaluation

We take 50 photos with a person standing in the middle
of the camera, the scenario of these photos covers indoor and
outdoor environment.The left column of Table I shows several
examples of these photos, we feed these photos to the Tiny
YOLO model, and we calculate our precision by

Precision =
number of detection as people

total number of image in test
(6)

As expected, the result shows that Tiny YOLO could detect all
these original photos correctly, with a precision rate 1.0. We
construct our digital attack in this way. We label the person on
an image, and drag a rectangular mask as the sticker area on
a person in that image. Then we record the corner coordinate
of the mask and feed the image with the mask coordinate
to the optimization function. Using this method, we generate
50 perturbed photos and the right column of Table I shows
several adversarial attack results and in this case the Tiny
YOLO detection precision rate is 0.0.

B. Physical adversarial sticker generation and evaluation

In the physical adversarial sticker generation process, we
use different mask areas: sticker area on person and sticker
area not on person. These two experiment settings could
help us figure out if the difference of the mask area could
influence the effectiveness of adversarial sticker. To better
evaluate the effectiveness of our extended Expectation over
Transformation(EOT) model, We also use different settings
in optimization with-EOT version stickers and without-EOT
version stickers. In our EOT version sticker generation process,
we donate x′ = tanh(w0 + δ), and we minimize δ in

TABLE II
ORIGINAL PICTURE ON THE LEFT THAT WE USED TO GENERATE

AD-STICKER. THE PICTURE ON THE RIGHT IS THE OUTCOME

Original EOT No-EOT
On Person

Not on Person

our optimization formulation, and actual optimization process
could be expressed as follows:

argmin
δ

(
∑
t∈T0

S
max
i,j=1

B
max
k=1

Ci,j,k,person(t(tanh(w0 + δ)))

+ λ1 · ‖ tanh(w0 + δ)− x0‖2
+ λ2 · TV (tanh(w0 + δ))

(7)

In the experiment settings, S in (7) means the number of the
grids in YOLO model, we use S = 7. B in (7) means the
number of bounding boxes in each grid, we use B = 2.

For our digital sampling method, we view our sticker as
a rigid body and we rotate it around x, y and z axis, and
we give roll, pitch, yaw each 21 small angles from −π/60 to
π/60 with step π/600. In total we created 63 rotations of the
image as our transformation set T0. We use all these projection
transformations with small angles as samples because we want
to better simulate the camera’s slightly tilt when taking the
photo. The later experiment will show our 3D transformation
based EOT with small angles sampling method could generate
more robust adversarial stickers attacking the Tiny YOLO
model both digitally and physically.

With no-EOT version setting, we only use our previous
YOLO digital attack method with total variation(TV) item in
the loss function.

Table II shows the generation result under different exper-
iment settings, we crop the stickers out to get Table III from
the result shows in Table II

We evaluate our generated stickers with two different ways:
Watermark attack and physical displayed sticker attack.

1) Watermark attack evaluation: In the watermark attack
testing, we put four stickers generated with different experi-
ment settings each as a watermark on the 50 photos we take
indoors and outdoors. We also use the original sticker and
a white sticker for control group. We place the stickers in
two different ways, one is on person, anther is side of the
person. Table IV shows some of the watermark test examples.
The result of this test can be found in Table V. It shows that
Tiny YOLO object detector works quite well in control group
photos as expected, but performs not very well in our photos
with adversarial stickers as a watermark. We noticed that the
EOT version stickers could perform better than the no-EOT



TABLE III
AD-STICKER GENERATED USING DIFFERENT SETTINGS

EOT on Person No-EOT on Person

EOT not on Person No-EOT not on Person

version, We also noticed that even we created the sticker in
the original mask area in a photo with person indoors, Tiny
YOLO still could not detect the person in those photos taking
outdoors(in different environment) with adversarial stickers
even put in the mask area different from the generating
process. If we put the sticker generated with setting ”EOT
not on person” on a person’s front surface of the photo,
Tiny YOLO model totally malfunction. The person was totolly
invisible by the Tiny YOLO detector in this case. A possible
reason is that if the sticker is generated with EOT but not on
person, there is no mask on the person, the training process
could take the whole person’s attribute while generating the
sticker. In comparison, the sticker generated with EOT but on
person would lose some of the person’s info under the mask
itself while training.

To further evaluate our adversarial stickers, we randomly
selected 318 photos with people from ImageNet, these photos
include photo with multiple people and with only a part
of a person like only a face. We put our sticker with best
performance to these random photos. The result Table VI
shows that the detection precision of Tiny YOLO model
decreases from 1.0 to 0.55, which means our adversarial
sticker generation method could be used more widely.

2) Physical displayed sticker attack: In the physical attack
experiment setting, we display our sticker with best perfor-
mance on the screen of a Macbook Retina 15-inch Laptop, and
then let a person hold it and take photos in different scenarios.
Our experiment result shows that the precision of Tiny YOLO
model decreases from 1.0 to 0.28.

VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we focus on making a person disappeared
from the Tiny YOLO object detector. Comparing to attacks on
image classifier, this is a kind of untargeted attack to object
detector. It would also be easy to conduct target attack on
object detectors, making it report wrong classes of the detected
object. In the future, we would construct more complex

stickers even covering all the surface of a person as a real
”invisible cloak”. The problem exists in current physical attack
implementation is that our model should be improved for
printed version stickers. We know that if we print the sticker
from RGB color space directly with a printer, the loss between
the digital version and the printed version would be a lot.
We will improve our model to construct more robust physical
adversarial stickers in the future.

VII. ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS

Digital adversarial watermark is generated using a single
image in which the object person is fixed in the location in
the middle. However, the attack is capable of generalizing to
different picture background, different people and sticker loca-
tions. We think this phenomenon is due to the fact that YOLO,
like all other deep learning based object detector, has shared
weights in convolution networks layers. The shared weights
mechanism results in adversarial characteristic propagating
across the whole neural network and lowering the confidence
of attacked targets. [5]

VIII. SUGGESTIONS ON DEFENSE SIDE.

To better defense this kind of sticker attack, future object
detection model could add adversarial training, which means
taking original photos as well as white-box generated adver-
sarial photos using our method purposed above as input to
train more robust object detector.
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1
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TABLE VII
COMPARISON BETWEEN IMAGES WITH EOT-ATTACKED STICKERS AND

IMAGES WITHOUT

With EOT-attacked stickers without stickers
1

2

3

More ... ...
Precision 0.28 1.0


